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GROUPS UNITE TO PROTECT WATER QUALITY IN OYSTER BAY 
File Notice of Intent to Sue for Violations of the Clean Water Act

The Oyster Bay Baymen’s Association, Center for Food Safety and Defend H2O represented 
by Earthjustice (Christopher Amato) have filed a sixty-day Notice of Intent to Sue (Notice) 
against Frank M. Flower & Sons, Inc. for violating the Clean Water Act (CWA). Specifically, dis-
charging dredged and fill material without a CWA permit while engaging in hydraulic dredging 
of shellfish in Oyster Bay.

While the Notice, and pending lawsuit, are based on procedural failings with the permit review 
process, collectively administered by the US Army Corps of Engineers, NYS Department of 
State and the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation, at the core of this action is de-
structive nature of hydraulic dredging. A daily, large-scale operation which causes chronic wa-
ter quality degradation, disturbs the benthic community and threatens the biological health of 
the bay.   

The Facts:

• Oyster Bay is classified as Significant Coastal Fish and Wildlife Habitat.

• In 1968, the Town of Oyster Bay conveyed to the United States 3,200 acres of submerged 
lands for the establishment of the Oyster Bay National Wildlife Refuge (NWR).

• The deed conveying the subject NWR lands requires it be kept in a natural state…without 
any disturbance whatsoever to habitat or plant or animal populations.

• Maintained in a natural state, the Town retained the right to continue the shellfishery as long 
as it was conducted in a manner compatible with the property’s use as a NWR.

• The Flower shellfish harvesting operation disturbs more 1,800 acres of submerged lands.

• Hydraulic dredges use powerful water jets which penetrate the bottom up to one-foot to 
loosen sediments and dislodge benthic species.

• Fine sediments (silt and clay) are dispersed into the water column causing extensive plumes 
of muddy water which persist for extended periods of time, suppressing dissolved oxygen 
levels and water clarity essential for plant survival.



• Suction dredges act as large vacuum cleaners, indiscriminately sucking marine fauna from 
the seafloor.

• This industrial-scale operation is akin to strip mining of the bay and has continued to operate 
without proper approvals, certifications and permits from federal and state authorities.

“Our livelihoods rely on clean water and a healthy bay. The Long Island community can appre-
ciate our concern when the environmental damages that are incurred on a daily basis and 
without proper approvals. Ignored by the very agencies whose job is to protect the resource. 
Its time for accountability with the law ”said North Oyster Bay Baymen’s  Association President, 
William Painter.

“As a trained marine scientist and experienced environmental analyst reviewing dredge and fill 
operations, the impacts to the Oyster Bay estuary are significant. Mortality of non-target 
species, reduction of biodiversity and populations, suffocating turbidity plumes, loss of sea-
grasses and the rapid release of nutrients potentially fueling harmful algal blooms — the col-
lateral damages from large-scale hydraulic dredging, said its president, Kevin McAllister.”
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